Good practices Customer tax integrity risk management
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Good practices Customer tax integrity risk management

1 Introduction
1.1 Rationale behind this guidance
document

they wish to use in order to ascertain whether the
bank faces potential tax-evasion-related risks. If a
bank fails to assess these factors sufficiently, it may

The Panama Papers, Paradise Papers and other

unwittingly facilitate tax evasion and consequently

data leaks have exposed in a very public manner

also money laundering.

that all over the world individuals and companies

Financial institutions seek to uphold their reputation

use financial constructions to conceal their visibility

and confidence in the Dutch financial sector in

from state bodies, such as the Tax Department.

providing services to their customers. As a result of

Financial institutions want to avoid becoming

this, banks also seek to gain insight into potential

involved in tax evasion through the provision of

risks of tax avoidance among their customers.

their services. This means that they have to actively

While tax avoidance is not illegal, its harmful effects

assess whether this risk might occur with their

could certainly damage a bank’s reputation as well

customers and that they must take adequate

as the confidence in the Dutch financial sector.

measures where needed. Moreover, tax avoidance

In the context of risks of tax avoidance, it is also

is raising more and more questions these days.

important for banks to determine an individual risk

Social tolerance for tax avoidance is decreasing

appetite that corresponds to the interests of all

and international developments have led to the

of their stakeholders. Banks also have an interest

introduction of stricter regulations to curb such

in ascertaining whether their customers may be

practices. Governments, companies and supervisory

engaging in tax avoidance or tax evasion. For this

authorities are called upon to implement these

reason, too, banks should be alert to the risk of tax

regulations as efficiently as possible.

avoidance.

As gatekeepers of the Dutch financial system,
financial institutions, including banks, take up an

De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) has prepared this

important role in combating tax evasion and tax

guidance document to provide you with practical

avoidance2. Banks have a statutory obligation to

tools for implementing risk management as it

take measures to ensure controlled and sound

relates to tax avoidance and tax evasion in order to

business operations and to prevent involvement

safeguard controlled and sound business operations.

in financial and economic crime, including money

Tax avoidance and tax evasion are hereinafter jointly

laundering related to tax evasion. Ensuing from

referred to as tax integrity risks.

this obligation, the bank will have to investigate

This guidance document provides good practices

the various tax-driven and other motives of their

that will show you how you as a bank can structure

customers with respect to the banking services

your internal processes and measures, including the

1

1

Section 3:10(1), under b, of the Financial Supervision Act

2 Section 3:10(1), under c, of the Financial Supervision Act
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2 Legal context and scope
2.1 Scope of tax integrity risks

will generally be limited. Such an assessment of
tax-driven and other motives does not necessarily

Figure 1 Diagram of tax-driven
motives and the associated integrity
risks

mean that the bank has to fully understand every
tax aspect of each and every customer’s financial
dealings. It suffices for the bank to make sure that
the customer’s tax integrity risks, and the associated
transactions, are clear and acceptable.

Optimisation

2.2 How do these good practices fit
within international legislation and
regulations?

Risk appetite
Avoidance

Tax integrity risks specifically occur in cross-border
transactions and among customers with a complex
international company structure. This is why

Money
laundering/
unusual
transactions

international organisations such as the G20, OECD

Evasion

and FATF have established that fighting tax evasion
and tax avoidance effectively requires international
measures and principles, with the aim of then also
incorporating these measures and principles into

The diagram above shows that customers can have

national legislation and regulations. This has led to

various tax-driven motives with various potential

the development of the OECD’s Common Reporting

associated tax integrity risks. A bank will have to

Standard (CRS) and the Base Erosion and Profit

assess a customer’s tax-driven motives first of all

Shifting (BEPS)8 action points, as well as the FATF’s

to avoid the bank’s involvement in tax evasion.

recommendations on tax integrity risks.9 The EU

The bank will also have to assess whether or not

has also converted these international regulations

customer’s tax integrity risks are acceptable if

into relevant European legislation and regulations

motives of tax avoidance are indeed present. If the

in this area.

bank has ascertained that no tax evasion or tax
avoidance has taken place, but the assessment
has revealed a tax optimisation strategy, the risks

8 http://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/
9 http://www.oecd.org/tax/automatic-exchange/common-reporting-standard/
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generally accepted precepts of unwritten law to

as a result of insufficient compliance with that

such an extent that confidence in the financial

which is prescribed under or pursuant to any legal

institution or financial markets can be seriously

provision.” This also includes tax integrity risks. If a

damaged.

bank identifies tax integrity risks upon conducting
the analysis, it must formulate policy, establish

Considering the fact that the Wft and Bpr (ethical

procedures and take adequate measures. Based on

operational management) and the Wwft have a

the statutory requirements regarding safeguarding

similar objective, the measures taken by a bank

ethical and sound operational management, banks

under the Wft and Wwft can to a large degree

are also expected to state, on the basis of their

be integrated and your bank can implement the

SIRA, whether or not they deem certain structures

requirements of the Wft and Wwft in the same

as acceptable or will continue to deem them as

manner. In this regard, DNB refers to its Guidelines

acceptable. The bank checks the outcome of the

on the Wwft and Sw. It is important that a bank

SIRA against its own integrity risk appetite.18

knows who it is doing business with and the

Specifically regarding the risks of involvement in

purpose of the business relationship. In case of

money laundering, the Wwft requires that a bank

insufficient transparency as regards structures,

takes measures to establish and assess its risks of

financial flows and/or tax-driven motives of a

money laundering and the financing of terrorism,

prospective customer, a bank is not allowed

with the measures being proportional to the

to accept the customer.16 This would entail an

nature and size of the institution.19 The Wwft also

unacceptable risk that the bank could become

determines that, upon acceptance, a bank must

involved in facilitating tax evasion by the customer.

assess its customers and afterwards conduct regular

In order to gain an adequate insight into the type

checks of its customers and their transactions.

of integrity risks that may occur with banking

Customer due diligence assessments enable the

customers, as a bank you first of all have carry out

bank to gain insight into the tax-driven motives of

a SIRA under Section 10 of the Bpr and Section

its customers, thus exposing potential tax integrity

15

2(b) of the Wwft. Integrity risks are defined in that

risks. The bank must also identify the purpose

context as “the danger of harming the reputation

and intended nature of the business relationship,

of a financial institution, or an existing or future

take adequate measures to gain insight into the

threat to the assets or result of a financial institution

customer’s ownership and control structure, and

17

15 DNB’s Guidelines on the Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Act and Sanctions Act,
version 3.0, April 2015: www.toezicht.dnb.nl/en/binaries/51-212353.pdf
16 Section 5(1) of the Wwft
17 www.toezicht.dnb.nl/en/binaries/51-234068.pdf
18 www.toezicht.dnb.nl/en/binaries/51-236706.pdf
19 Section 2b(1) and (2) of the Wwft
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best taken after you have formulated a suitable

integrity risk appetite, and the SIRA if applicable.

integrity risk appetite.

The assessment of tax integrity risks of customers
and their transactions also gives your bank

By checking the outcome of the SIRA against

improved insight into which structures are

your integrity risk appetite, you can determine on

vulnerable to abuse. You may use this knowledge

a rolling basis whether or not you are willing to

to tighten the risk appetite and update it where

accept, limit or avoid the risks you have identified, in

needed (feedback loop).

compliance with legal obligations as the minimum
requirements.

Your integrity risk appetite also applies to identified
risks, which may not necessarily indicate tax evasion

DNB is well aware that in actual practice you will

but rather tax avoidance. You can lay down in your

encounter various forms of tax integrity risks in your

risk appetite under which conditions and within

customer portfolio. This may vary from risks of tax

which limits your bank is willing to accept these

avoidance to tax evasion. Depending on the risks,

risks. The basic premise here is that a high risk

various measures may be necessary.

appetite will require a high level of control and

You can explicitly state in your integrity risk appetite

acceptance of the associated costs by your bank.

in advance which types of customers and structures

Your integrity risk appetite for tax integrity risks

are unacceptable to you as a bank. You may do this

can also be included in the Supervisory Review and

because you do not want to become involved in

Evaluation Process (SREP). DNB maps out all risks,

the tax integrity risks that are inherently associated

including the reputation risk24 of a bank in the SREP.

with these customers and structures. Another

This is used as the basis for setting a bank’s capital

possibility is that you do not have the tax expertise

and liquidity requirements.

to adequately assess such risks, or you may not
be prepared to bear the high costs required for

A high risk appetite for tax integrity risks may

effective risk control. In such cases you can adjust

therefore also lead to additional prudential

your integrity risk appetite accordingly.

requirements for your bank, such as extra capital
buffers.

In actual practice, there will be an evolvingprocess:
for example, due to developments in relationships
with customers, amendments to tax law or
expectations of external stakeholders and/or
society. Based on this, you can regularly update the

24 See also Section 6.4.3. of the EBA Guidelines on common procedures and methodologies for the
Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP)
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DISCLAIMER
De Nederlandsche Bank N.V. (DNB) has prepared this guidance document to present our findings regarding
the good practices we have identified or expect in supervisory practice, which in our opinion constitute a
sound application of the legal framework regarding tax integrity risks management. This document also
contains case examples.
It must always be read in conjunction with the regulations and DNB’s Guidelines on the Anti-Money
Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Act and Sanctions Act, April 2015 edition. You can incorporate the
good practices from this brochure in managing your customers’ tax integrity risks, taking account of your
own circumstances. Some cases may require a stricter application of the underlying rules.
This is not a legally binding document nor a DNB policy rule within the meaning of Section 3(4) Book 1 of the
General Administrative Law Act, and it has no legal effect.
This document does not replace legislation and regulations, or policy or supervisory regulations in this area.
The examples in this document are not exhaustive and cannot be automatically deemed as sufficient in all
cases. They are a guideline to the explanation and application of legal obligations.

